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Angry Robot, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Winner of the 2014 Prometheus Award Mankind gets an upgrade In the near future, the
experimental nano-drug Nexus can link humans together, mind to mind. There are some who want
to improve it. There are some who want to eradicate it. And there are others who just want to
exploit it. When a young scientist is caught improving Nexus, he s thrust over his head into a world
of danger and international espionage - for there is far more at stake than anyone realizes. From
the halls of academe to the halls of power, from the headquarters of an elite US agency in
Washington DC to a secret lab beneath a top university in Shanghai, from the underground parties
of San Francisco to the illegal biotech markets of Bangkok, from an international neuroscience
conference to a remote monastery in the mountains of Thailand - Nexus is a thrill ride through a
future on the brink of explosion. File Under: Science Fiction [Humanity 2.0 - Mind Matters - Hive - This
Will Happen] From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Merely no phrases to describe. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely easy way which is merely
following i finished reading this publication through which in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Pedr o Renner-- Pedr o Renner

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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